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Editorial  

 
Maximizing organ yield from 
deceased Lead donors 
 
The number of patients imminently needing a transplant 
far outnumbers the available organs. India does not 
feature in the International Registry for deceased organ 
donation because of the lack of available data and paucity 
in the numbers of deceased donation. An important 
amendment to the Transplantation of Human Organ Act 
1994 in 2011, permits an anesthetist or intensivist in the 
panel of defined doctors to certify brain stem death.[1] 

 
Globally, Spain heads the world in organ donation initiative 
with a donation of 35 per million population followed by the 
USA and the UK at 25 and 20 per million, respectively. In 
2008, the government of Tamil Nadu paved the way for 
deceased donor organ donation with a state donation of 1.9 per 
million and the highest in the country. This model has been 
successfully adopted by other states such as Kerala, Karnataka, 
and Andhra Pradesh. The major impediments to organ donation 
in India are delay in identifying and confirming brain death, 
organ maintenance, and lack of public awareness. 
 
Organ yield depends on donor age, anoxia as a cause of death, 
history of myocardial infraction, hypertension, diabetes, body mass 
index, blood groups B or AB, cocaine/cigarette use, and hepatitis 
infection. Hormone replacement therapy following brain death 
maximizes organ yield.[2] Organ yield is assessed by organs 
recovered per donor and organ transplanted per donor. 
 
A goal-directed management protocol led by the intensivists 
can improve the donor pool of transplantable organs. In the 
background of multiple organ retrieval, it is necessary to tailor 
the management suitably like restricting fluids for lung 
harvesting. The brain dead donor has a characteristic profile on 
the account of uncontrolled intracranial hypertension. Lytle et 
al. observed that sequential organ failure assessment scores do 
not change significantly in patients who develop brain stem 
death. This may have positive implications for the time 
available to optimize organ donors before organ retrieval. [3] A 
retrospective analysis with historical controls has shown that 
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the number of organ donations increased after 
implementation of an intensivist supervised organ 
donation.[4] This model could mitigate the organ shortage. 
 
Published literature on solid organ transplantation 
recommends cost-effective treatment for end-stage organ 
failure, and transplant brings in changes in the quality of 
life. Each donor is a potential source of organs for seven 
patients on transplant waitlist. While managing donors, 
evidence-based care should be applied to allow donor 
stabilization, optimize organ donation, and fulfill the 
wishes of patient and family to donate. I conclude by 
sharing the sentiments put forth by the ANZIC “All 
intensive care staff should be alert to the possibilities of 
organ and tissue donation and be familiar with related 
legislation, the process of determination of brain death, 
and local procedures for tissue and organ donation.” 
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